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The
Bradford Beach
Watergarden



Describe the particular location.   
Describe how the proposed site is used now.
 
This project area occupies an approximately 300’ x 50’ wide section of shore 
and beach located at the southern edge of Bradford Beach at the northern portion of 
the North Point Snack Bar parking lot.  This County owned crescent-shaped sweep 
of land is also under the jurisdiction of the State of Wisconsin Department of Natural 
Resources.
 
The Setting: 
Geological and Historical.
Before there was a settlement, town, or city, the lakefront existed in a natural condition enriched  
by the centuries.  Below the ground, in dense sedimentary layers of sand and stone, are large 
reservors of groundwater.  Since the earliest settlements, these aquifers and springs have 
provided water for tens of thousands of Milwaukee homes.  This original appeance of the natual 
lakefront was described as having high wooded bluffs along Milwaukee’s East side 
which gradually tapered southward into marshes and sand bars, which frame the mouth 
of the Milwaukee River.
 
In an 1860 article entitled, “The Great Lakes and Their Cities,” Harpers magazine 
describes the lakefront in its natural condition:
 “The natural attractions of Milwaukee are numerous.  Lake Michigan stretches out 
as broad and blue and beautiful as the sea, and washes upon the beach waters of 
perfect purity.  The high bluffs at the lake shore sink to the river and rise again on 
the west side...”   “In grace of curvature, beauty of color, and boldness of its bluffs, 
it compares favorable with the finest sheets of water in the world, and is thought to 
resemble the Bay of Naples.” 

Proposed Site



However, Bradford Beach is an artificial beach. 
 
As part of large-scale development, the natural lakeshore of Milwaukee was infilled 
with the soil obtained from the leveling of downtown and the grading of surrounding hills.  
This artificial, new lakefront accommodated people’s needs and desires for improved 
access to Lake Michigan.  At that time, this lakefront’s development established a 
railroad track northward without disrupting the city’s emerging infrastructure.  It also 
helped to establish a state-of-the-art water pumping station, breakwater and piers.  
The project also increased the status and quality of life to Milwaukee’s then 80,000 
residents as well as making it more attractive to others choosing a new home. As in 
many new American cities at this time, these types of monumental public projects 
transformed popular public perceptions of rough frontier towns into competitive 
civilized communities.  The lakefront development plans and additional developments 
over the decades did indeed enrich the pictorial value and lakefront recreational uses 
with romantic, shady parks, expansive beaches, providing boating and other sporting 
opportunities.  With a growing port, economy, and influx of Europeans to Milwaukee by 
steamship, this man-made lakeshore landscape reinforced the new city's appearance of 
wealth and refinement. 

 

Trails and Sidewalks, Parking Lots and Streets.
This project site is a transitory place.  Described as a “non-plus destination” that offers 
views, park-and-walk access to the lake, and cooler temperatures.  However, unlike 



out-of-town visitor perceptions of the park, Milwaukee residents regard the location as 
a meeting place; a “stepping-off” place to go onto another place.  This junction, which 
at best can be imagined as a “threshold” connects sidewalk and street, trail and path 
through the lakeside presence of the large, asphalt North Point Snack Bar parking lot.
 

Breakwater Stones
Protecting the waters edge of the parking lot from erosion and storm, large stone 
slabs from the 1980’s “Deep Tunnel” project along with construction rubble were 
scattered over along shoreline parallel with the perimeter of the parking lot.  The 
present condition of this stone rabble is poor and hazardous for people who walk 
along, sit or step down to the lakeshore.
 

The Erosion of the Sand Dunes.
Weather, luck, and time have reshaped the small grassy, crescent slope, which 
borders the sandy beach and asphalt parking lot.  No records may exist to illustrate 
the original 1949 plan for this link between Bradford Beach and its southern 
parking lot.  Despite the placement of several scattered trees, natural erosion and 
human traffic have diminished the distance from the beach to the parking lot to 
approximately 50’. 
 
 



Project Highlights
Describe new construction or installation and any modification of existing structures.
 
The Bradford Beach Watergarden represents a $600,000 private investment to 
improve and maintain a portion of a public park.  This project offers two direct 
features and benefits: 
 
1.  The project serves to physically re-stabilize an eroded edge and breakwater of the 
park and to address the adjacent concerns of surface water run-off from the abutting 
edge of the North Point Parking lot.
 
2.  The project provides two, new recreational amenities: a water feature and a sand 
feature.  

The water feature provides an innovative, clean and safe wetscape for people to play, 
sit and observe.  Made from cut stones and shaped concrete, long, low bench forms 
wind through the trees along the upper ridge of the sandy bluff.  These enhanced 
benches provide peaceful pathways to the surronding areas.  Water is brought to the 
project by means of drilling one or more water wells to the aquifer eighty-feet below. 
The shaped benches are surrounded by shallow, porous basins for water to drain back 
into the ground.

The sand feature is constructed from large wooden timbers that create an island 
for various activities.  For parents with young children this island/raft establishes 
an “observable area” that allow children to explore in a controlled manner. The clean 
sand within this area can be annually changed and more efficently maintained and 
managed.  Small thematic elements buried below the shallow sand can further 
enhance children's play, curiosity and discovery.  This sand feature also can be used 
for small gatherings of people and function as an outdoor “theater in the round.”

Briefly describe the overall purpose & nature of the proposed development.
The Watergarden is a place for activities that provide personal enjoyment, challenge, 
self-expression, and social interaction.  By organizing and enhancing its natural 
resources and features, we intend to inspire people of all ages to look more closely 
at the world and their place within it.  We intend this effort to result in a renewed public 
affinity and positive experience with this lakeshore setting and this park.
 

General 
Project Description



This design:
 
•  Enhances the existing features of the setting, such as broad shoreline expanses 
and views of adjacent places, and links to existing infrastructure, such as bathrooms 
and parking.
 
•  Understands the beach is used for many activities: running, walking, playing, 
observation and contemplation.
 
•  Provides unique alternatives to common playground equipment that encourages 
imaginative experiences and reinforces the uniqueness of this lakeside setting.
 
•  Establishes places for families and children to both develop and practice 
socialization skills through peer interaction and cooperation.
 
•  Accommodates its adaptation for alternative, seasonal, or special uses.
 
•  Emphasizes unique learning opportunities for ecology, local history, and the arts 
and sciences.
 
•  Promotes awareness, appreciation, knowledge, and stewardship of water 
resources and recognizes the restricted use of lake water.
 

The Bradford Beach Watergarden offers a practical, imaginative alternative for more 
sustainable water park construction, design, and maintenance. Its concept integrates 
proven park and landscape designs with native Milwaukee materials and site-specific 
shapes that combine into a viable new addition for urban parks- -economically, 
functionally, and aesthetically.
 
Over the past two years, the creative involvement of many design review participants 
helped to maximize the potential of this proposed project- -from its aesthetics to 
multiple benefits as breakwater, pathway, erosion barrier, garden, and recreational or 
educational destination.
 
The Watergarden is also designed to better establish pedestrian paths along the 
lakeshore, extending the asphalt trail from the south along McKinley beach.  Another 
reason for selecting this location is to provide erosion control from the water and 
slope stabilization for the sand bank.



 
This project proposes to organize and reset these stones and integrate additional 
new stones with new concrete slabs to form a safer walkway and improved access 
to the shore.  While still functioning as a breakwater, these stone cast slabs will be 
stacked as stair stepped groupings to provide bench-like seating directly facing the 
lake and creating a gentle crescent shaped walkway along the eastern edge of the 
parking lot leading down the beach.
 
As this link between parking and beach access is considered by many as a 
convenient necessity, the composition and location of the Watergarden can and 
will serve to reinforce the bluff and buffer erosion while also providing improved 
passageways to the beach for people.  
 
However, the central and distinct feature of the Watergarden is its use of water.  
Water is hand-pumped from several distribution positions along the path. Using 
traditional irrigation principles, ergonomically redesigned water pumps draw water 
from aquifers eighty feet below the beach, providing human-powered, on-demand 
water for the Watergarden. 
 
Water is distributed into five ribbon-like benches made from cast concrete and placed 
along the pathway, low to the ground, and oriented toward prime views surrounding 
the site.  The benches carry small amounts of water thru small, sloped channels 
cast within the benches form.  The water is allowed to roll over the channel down the 
rounded surface of the bench. This unique feature provides landscape forms that are 
dry places to sit and wet places to explore. The water is designed to move and spill 
into shallow, porous basins where after a few minutes the water naturally drains back 
into the ground.
 
The design is intended to maximize small amounts of water to activate the heightened 
perception and interaction of people. The design combines the aesthetic qualities of 
landscape design and sculpture with the elements of discovery and play to provide 
integrated development for the senses.
 
The design provides people with incentives to touch and feel, and also promote 
cooperative, participatory activities as in cooperatively pumping water, and sharing 
territories.  Each respective design element appeals to the sense of touch, smell, 
sight, and sound.
 
 



 

Landscaping
Landscaping will also serve two key purposes by proving ground reinforcement 
and wind breaks.  Importantly, taller trees planted along the edge the of parking lot will 
provide shade in the summer.  Specific planting diagrams will be prepared after the 
foundation plans and engineering calculations have been made so as to optimize 
ground cover and landscaping positions.
 

Parking 
While we anticipate the Watergarden to bring more people to Bradford Beach and the 
lakefront in general, we don’t anticipate any special parking needs outside of what is 
currently available.
 

Traffic and pedestrian flow
Describe the traffic patterns that will result from your proposed project.  Describe 
how pedestrian traffic will flow. 
 
The location of this project is a junction of shared uses and public attention.
 
Lincoln Memorial Drive is popular and well trafficked with daily commuters and leisure 
drivers.  Native motorists' anticipate a good view of the lakefront as they pass by.  It is 
a positive daily ritual for many Milwaukeeans.
 
Pedestrians stroll or jog by on the sidewalk occasionally passed by a bicyclist or 
someone on rollerblades.  Many pedestrians given the choice to walk besides moving 
cars or along the shoreline trail choose to be closer to the lake and away from the 
sounds of the street. Shoe prints in the sand show other measures of beach interest 
and use.
 
The Watergarden shapes human movement in several ways:  
1. As an extension of the McKinley Shoreline Trail. 
2. A threshold between the parking lot and Bradford Beach.  
3. A walkway upon the breakwater leading down to beach.  
4. Access from the Lincoln Memorial sidewalk to the beach.   
 



List any special terms or conditions of the sale or lease. 
This a privately funded gift for the public good.
 
Describe the impact your project will have on each of the following:  
Promotion of clean water.  
Reduction of air pollution. 
Noise levels. 
Traffic congestion. 
Litter reduction.
 
We believe the Watergarden will be a popular new addition to the lakefront.  We 
believe that the number of parking spaces currently available at North Point is 
adequate. The project may increase the desire for other amenities such as eating and 
drinking and using the restroom.  Sales at the North Point Snack Bar may increase, 
depending on product quality and price, as may public restroom use.
 
The project will help tp promote clean water by providing a buffer for surface water
runoff from the adjacent parking lot, as well as being an educational tool promoting a 
deeper understanding by the public of the connections between groundwater, surface
water, and Lake Michigan. 
 

The area surrounding 
the proposed site. 
Identify how each part of the surrounding area is currently used. 
Identify all impacts your proposed project will have on use of the 
surrounding area.
 
Because of the more than 400’ distance to the landmark Bradford Beach house, this 
project area is perceived as connected more so to the North Point parking lot and 
snack bar.  The grass and sandy path on this site represents the shortest means from 
the parking lot and beach.  Worn sand paths and litter illustrate human behavior.  
 
The area is also one of the few spaces that offer any summer shade.  Several, six-
inch caliper locust trees help to establish personal territories and zones for people 
eating snacks.  Even returning visitors still look for someplace to sit down but see few 
choices;  over-painted jagged boulders, the grass, or their car. On special occasions 
people are seen carrying folding seats and cushions.
 
To date, the attitude toward beach water remains negative.  Public perception and 
the popular media have not changed the belief that the quality of water is unattractive 
or, at worst, sickly.  Posted beach signs read that today’s swimming conditions are 



“good” or, after severe storms, water conditions become otherwise.  Because of 
the waters shallow depth, wading and splashing are more common than swimming.  
Digging in the sand and sun tanning are the two most observable activities. Seagulls 
like it here too.
 
Recreationally, most water-use occurs in one day and, furthermore, often in less 
than one hour’s time:  when the Polar Bear Club revelers charge into the icy water on 
New Years morning.  Recently, the Bradford Beach Jam attracts the most people on 
the beach at one time in the summer.  Both of these traditional and new winter and 
summer events attract hundreds of people as well as corporate sponsors, however 
throughout much of the year Bradford Beach is dotted with small pairs of friends.
 
Culturally, during the academic year, hundreds of UWM students park their cars 
here and stand in straight lines, even in freezing winter conditions, and wait for the 
university shuttle bus to take them up the hill, one mile, to classes. 
 

Describe how your project will change 

Site lines and Vistas of the Lake
This project has been careful not to visually intrude upon the horizon line of the lake.

The Watergardens landscape forms provide places to sit and maximize the outward views 
into the community and nature.
 
Because of the low, physical profile of the landscape features, the Watergarden may 
really only be apparent when standing directly before it.  It may be remotely visible 
from atop St. Mary’s hill, 300 yards away and only when the leaves have fallen off the 
trees.  Even if only faintly perceptible in winter, the Watergarden may blend into its 
surroundings because of the material choices of its construction and organic shapes 
of its design.
 

Access to the Lake  
Describe how your project will affect access to the Lakefront area generally 
and particularly to the water’s edge.
 
The Watergarden provides a specialized discovery and play environment. The design 
will have features and zones suitable for use by adults and children alike with a variety 



of special needs, visual impairment and for wheelchair accessibility.  
 
Along the water's edge, integrated into the organization of breakwater stones, a long 
segmented concrete slab ramp will provide additional access directly to the water's 
edge.  Engineered to endure severe storm surges and ice, this ramp will be framed 
by interlocking indigenous stone slabs that are stair-stacked to provide additional 
lakeside seating.
 

Great Lakes History 
How does your proposal convey our Great Lakes History?  
How will it preserve our Lake Michigan heritage? 
How will it leave a legacy for the future.
 
Water is our covenant with this place; it is a shared resource.  Yet, water is often 
overlooked and undervalued.  Cities and towns are established around its presence.  
How do we acknowledge it, and demonstrate respect for it's benefits and conservation?  
The Bradford Beach Watergarden honors the importance and magic of water and its 
relevance in the establishment of this community.

Discovered among the breakwater rubble are several hand chiseled granite stones 
from demolished old Milwaukee buildings.  These architectural ornaments deserve 
and will be given special emphasis in the Watergarden as part of a simple, historical 
narrative of the beach's place in City history.
 



Open Space 
and Recreational Role of Parkland 
How will your project impact the traditional open space and 
recreational role of lakefront parkland?
 
The Watergarden is a celebration of place, because it recognizes the natural and 
social processes that have shaped Bradford Beach.
 
This project's design is a combination of landscape architecture, sculpture, and urban 
planning.  From its preliminary designs and discussions, this location needed to be 
more than a place to play; it deserved to be thought of in a very broad consideration 
of what is meant by public parks, recreation and culture.  
 
People’s relationship to public space is important and plural, and this small project 
creates a measured balance of the many shared uses of Bradford Beach.  
 
It offers the creation an elegant, outdoor environment for contemplation, play, and 
imagination that builds on people’s emotional and social relationships to a landmark 
lakeshore site.
 

Necessity for Lakefront Site   
If you believe your project can only be located at the proposed lakefront site, 
please explain why.
 
Milwaukee has an indivisible bond to the lakefront. Its shore contributes to the 
character and culture of our community.  Although there are only nine public beaches, 
Milwaukee’s quality of living is often assessed by proximity to this prime natural 
resource. 
 
 This small crescent shaped portion of the Bradford beach would benefit from 
reinforced protection from erosion, severe storms, and human wear.  This project 
brings renewed access and value to the experience of this portion of the lakefront by 
providing a healthy, safe, and distinct alternative for people to have fun with the sand 
and water when they choose not to wade into the Lake. 



Impact on Space for Temporary Uses   
What impact will your project have on the availability of space 
for temporary uses?
 
This park is more than a place for children and families.  It reflects human needs for 
public places of reflection, observation, and quiet.  It provides a place for pause, 
discovery and learning.  More specific water and engineering features will add 
educational value to the use of the park by school groups who may visit the park as 
part of field trips when studying science and the environment.
 
The wooden sand island is also designed to be a small amphitheater where people 
can gather, listen and watch a ceremony or performance, or conduct an outdoor 
classroom.
 

 Restoration plan 
when proposed use of site ends  
What will be required if the use you propose for the site is no longer 
appropriate?  How will the site be restored?  
 
Concrete and stone basins and benches can be exhumed, recycled or reused 
elsewhere.  Well pump mechanisms can be dismantled, removed, and sealed off. 
Because of its infrastructure the erosion shield that the landscaping provides, can 
remain underground as it is highly durable and of lasting use.
 
Access to city water pipes for two or three water hose hooks to clean the park from 
bird excrement and general sanitary cleaning.  
 

  
 



Business Plan Viability  
Provide the business plan for your proposed project.  

The Mission
The mission of Friends of Bradford Beach is to enhance Milwaukee’s image by making 
the lake front more appealing to area families and visitors.  This friends group will 
continue to be a catalyst for further improvement in the area resulting in increased 
appreciation and understanding of Milwaukee’s lakefront.

The Need
Friends of Bradford Beach formed because of a shared feeling that the lakefront 
needed an area designed for families and their children.  In our continuing 
conversations with people outside of Friends of Bradford Beach, we found that our 
initiative is connected to a larger concern about Milwaukee’s image, especially by 
young professionals who are making decisions about where to reside, pursue careers 
and raise families.  We are confident that Friends of Bradford will continue to be a 
catalyst for other efforts to make the lakefront a more appealing place to spend time 
without negatively compromising the beauty and environment of the lakefront.

The Process
Our approach has been to closely partner with The Park People and the Milwaukee 
County Park System early on in order to develop a design that emerges from the 
Park System’s overall master plan and achieves the objectives they have set for the 
area. This process indeed demonstrates our sensitivity to the concerns related to 
developing the lakefront area.  

In addition, we have solicited and welcomed the input and feedback of individuals, 
organizations, elected officials and beach goers.  Our design has continuously 
evolved and reflects the visions of all who cherish this special place.

We Build a Strong Support Base.  
Through our outreach activities, we have secured almost 400 petition signatures 
supporting our water garden, generated an email distribution list of about 500 and 
raised almost $7,000.  In addition, we are regularly approached by organizations, 
business owners and individuals that express support for what we are trying to 
achieve.  From the Milwaukee Yacht Club, to the North Shore Kiwani’s, to the 



Downtown Rotary, to the small businesses that rent kites at the beach to dog walkers 
groups to the folks who put on the annual Bradford Beach Jam, Friends of Bradford 
Beach has touched a nerve.  We have become a catalyst for new projects (i.e., 
bringing back the life guards and cleaning up the bath house) and a central place of 
communication for people who want to see people return to Bradford Beach.

Consistent Media Attention.  
From the very beginning, we have had the attention of the media, which has provided 
positive coverage for our vision.   We have been interviewed and covered by Whitney Gould
of the Journal Sentinel, the Shepherd Express, WUWM public radio, TV channels 4, 6, 12, 
OnMilwaukee.com and UWM Post.  We have proactively communicated with the press and others
through press releases and our e-newsletter in order to multiply our outreach efforts.
 
Endorsements
This project has been endorsed by North Shore Kiwani's, The Park People, Inc. , 
and Milwaukee County Parks Department.  In addition, we received an award from 
The Park People - "2005 Steward of the Year Award for Extraordinary Efforts to Enhance
the Public's Enjoyment of County Parks." 

Timeline
Since presenting our idea to the Lakefront Development Advisory Committee in 
January 2006, during which we received extremely positive feedback, pending formal 
LDAC approval and approval from the Parks, Energy and Environment Committee of 
the County Board we will launch our fundraising campaign in early 2007.  After one 
year of fund raising, we believe we will begin building the Watergarden in early 2008 
to be completed by July 3rd of 2008.

Fund Development Plan
We have approached fund development in two phases until we receive approval to move 
forward with the construction of our project.  We initially needed to secure funding 
to create a model that would bring our vision to life.  At the same time we wanted to 
formally introduce Friends of Bradford Beach and our model to the public.  We held 
a special event in May of 2005 and were able to easily raise just under $7,000.  We 
decided not to approach potential major donors, foundations or corporations until we 
received approval from LDAC.  

We have assembled a diverse and ready team of specialists from the fields of 
engineering, landscaping design, with special competencies in ecology, hydrology 
and including experience in fund development.  Below, we have outlined our fund 
development strategies.  Appendix A and B detail our expectations for numbers and 
amounts of gifts and a list of prospects we have developed.

Foundations (including corporate foundations).  We have utilized the Marquette 
University Foundation Library to identify prospects that are good matches for our 
projects.  We plan to raise $205,000 from this source.



Corporate Gifts/Sponsorships.  The members of our committee work for and 
have connections to all of the major corporate donors in the Milwaukee area.  We will 
approach companies to sponsor events and possibly provide recognition within the 
water garden.  We have already secured small corporate donations for our event.  We 
plan to raise $105,000 from this source.

Individual Gifts.  This will be – and should be – our largest source of funds.  It has 
always been our commitment to be inclusive and citizen driven in creating our water 
garden.  We plan to raise $210,000 from individual gifts of $100 or more.

Committee Gifts.  Every member of our 30-member committee wrote a check 
for $100 for our kick-off event.  We plan to raise at least another $3,000 from our 
committee.

Membership.  In order to keep people involved in Friends of Bradford Beach and 
begin to build a maintenance fund, we will market a membership program.  We plan 
to raise $25,000 from memberships of at least two different amounts.

We have budgeted $548,000 total for these strategies.  We will begin to write more 
specific strategy documents once we receive approval from LDAC.  

No governmental support is anticipated.
 
In-kind contributions or reduced rates for goods or services may be saught. 

 

Experience and Resources  
Please describe the experience you have had with development and 
implementation of projects similar to the project you are proposing?  
Describe the qualifications and experience of the key people involved with 
implementing your proposal.  

Symbiont, a local environmental and engineering firm with more than 60 employees, 

will focus on the technical side of Watergarden environmental 
construction and function including a wide range of detail issues-involving materials, 
climate, durability, and implementation.  

Symbiont’s considerable experience with Milwaukees lakeshore provides the 



scientific, technical foundations which will make this project a buildable and 
managable reality.  Member of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Symbiont is a full-service engineering and consulting firm that plans, builds, controls 
and improves environments. Symbiont combines the latest technical knowledge with years 
of management and institutional experience to efficiently and effectively deliver  
projects. Our senior management team will draw on their diverse capabilities to help 
conceive and successfully execute this project on time and on budget - regardless of 
complexity.

Flagstone Landscaping will be responsible for the entire construction process.  
Known for there high level of stone work and masonry and landscape skill and 
attention to detail, they will managing the selection and preparation of off-site 
elements and selection of specialty, artisan, subcontractors.

Flagstone is a landscape/design/build firm that has been in business for thirty one 
years.  Flagstones landscape designs are highly detailed and usually have a heavy accent 
on hardscapes.  Flagstone is very proud about the designs, materials and installations 
of our work.  They have a great team of people who can provide many services.  
Flagstones’ role in the Bradford Beach Project would center around the plantings and 
stone choices and their installation.  Flagstone Landscape Design and Contracting 
employees include many artisians who have great knowledge of stone work.  Flagstone has 
won more Gold Medals from The Landscape Contractors Association than any other firm 
and have won “Best of Show” five out of the last nine years.  Most of all, Flagstone is 
passionate about what they do.

James Donnelly is the designer-in-charge of the Watergarden project.

His firm, The Design Office, is an award winning, multi-disciplinary design firm. The 
Design Office has extensive experience in print collateral, internet and interactive 
media, environmental design, educational and event programming.  James Donnelly 
has designed and built projects for Harley-Davidson,  The Milwaukee Riverwalk,  
Milwakee Zoo, and The East Side Business Improvement District.



James Donnelly was a member of the full-time faculty and taught graphic and 
environmental design for ten years at Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design. He 
has participated as a visiting designer at the Rhode Island School of Design, 
Harvard Graduate School of Design, University of Pennsylvania, and many other 
regional colleges and universities.  

He is currently involved in urban planning projects and issues related to public 
spaces and the culture of communities. 

Deborah Lukovich serves as the Chair of Friends of Bradford Beach and 
is responsible for outreach, fund development and public relations.  She is a 
recognized community leader, entrepreneur and motivational speaker with more 
than 20 years of experience in grassroots organizing, non-profi t organization 
leadership, launching new initiatives and raising money.

Her company, alinea solutions, LLC, partners with individuals, companies and 
non-profi ts to launch new initiatives, raise money and bring out the best in people.  
The company specializes in working with smaller non-profi t companies to write 
business and fundraising plans, build budgets with diverse revenue mixes and 
implement specifi c fundraising strategies.  

Deborah has been recognized for her leadership, professionalism and advocacy.  
She has been nominated for the Eleanor Roosevelt Grassroots Activist Award 
and received a Governor’s Award for participating in a Business Financing 
Seminar series for entrepreneurs and small business owners.  She was voted 
“Best Investment Counselor” by the readers of Shepherd Express, Milwaukee’s 
alternative weekly paper, and honored in 1997 as Milwaukee NOW’s Woman of 
the Year.  Deborah received multiple Quality of Advice awards from American 
Express.  Deborah graduated from Marquette University and holds the CFP 
designation.  

Deborah will lead a group of volunteers to launch a fundraising campaign to 
raise more than $600,000 to complete the Water Garden project, as well as an 
undetermined amount for a maintenance fund.

Friends of Bradford Beach easily raised almost $7,000 for a kick-off event where 
we introduced our initial model to the public.  In addition, our outreach efforts 
have secured almost 500 petition signatures in support of our project and more 
than 500 email addresses that receive continual updates on our progress.  We 
have the formal support of The Park People, North Shore Kiwani’s and the 
Milwaukee County Parks Department, and we have received consistent and 
ongoing positive media attention.  

Deb Lukovich is confi dent that the expertise, connections and passion of our 
large committee of 30 will allow us to achieve our fundraising goals in a timely 
manner.
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Reorganized breakwater stones

Shoreline

General Site Plan
showing circulation and proportion

Lincoln Memorial Drive

Existing sidewalk

North Point Snack Bar
Parking Lot

4.

8.5. 6. 7.

3.2.1.

The Bradford Beach Watergarden represents a 
$600,000 private investment to improve and 
maintain a portion of a public park.  

This project offers two direct features 
and benefits: 
 
1.  The project serves to physically re-stabilize 
the southern eroded edge and breakwater of the 
park; and, to address the adjacent concerns of 
surface run-off from the abutting edge the North 
Point parking lot.
 
2.  The Watergarden is a place for activities that 
provide personal enjoyment, challenge, 
self-expression, and social interaction.  By 
organizing and enhancing its natural resources 
and features, the design is intend to inspire 
people of all ages to look more closely at the 
world and their place within it. 

Access ramp

1.  Stone boundary.
2.  Porous stone basin.
3.  Cobbled Paving Stones.
4.  Concrete bench and 
      water channel.

5.  Sandboxes.
6.  Stone deck.
7.  Play elements.
8.  Timber deck and
      Boundary platforms.
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View from the Lake side 
looking Westward

View from the Beach House 
looking Southward

Ramp and Reorganized breakwater stones

Ramp and Reorganized breakwater stones Sand Raft

Sand Raft

General Elevation Plan
showing heights and unobstructed views
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Dear Mr. Holmes,
  
 I will be pleased to be your local contact at DNR for issues related to drilling any wells/installing 
pumps for this project (Bradford Beach). You may call me at 414-263-8628 or email at charles.
czarkowski@dnr.state.wi.us. If any approvals/permits are needed from the state I will help you 
reach the right people in Madison.
  
 I do not foresee any major obstacles from DNR’s perspective to drilling wells or installing hand 
pumps per your description below. The well and pump construction rules which apply to this 
job are contained in Wisconsin Administrative Code Chapter NR812. Water sampling rules, 
which apply only to public wells but not this project as described, are contained in Wisconsin 
Administrative Code Chapter NR809. There are some local City of Milwaukee plumbing 
ordinances which apply.
  
 Here are the issues:
  
 1. Since the 4 hand pumps will not be capable of pumping more than 69 gallons per minute 
(100,000 gallons per day), this will not be a “high capacity property” and thus you will not 
be required to obtain any high capacity well approvalpursuant to Wisc. Admn. Code Section 
NR812.09(4)(a). There are no other known active wells on the Bradford  Beach property. {there 
was formerly a private well serving the Milwaukee Gun Club located ~300 yards south of the 
Linnwood water treatment plant along the beach. That property was demolished about 15 years 
ago. The disposition of the well is uncertain, but it no longer exists and presumably was properly 
abandoned}.
  
 2. Owners of proposed new wells are required, as of May 2005, to obtain a “well drilling 
notifi cation” permit from DNR. The cost is $50 per well, Drillers must verify that a permit has 
been pulled prior to drilling. Your driller can pull the permit your behalf. The permit application/
issuance is instantaneous and may be done easily on-line at the following DNR websites:  

 http://dnr.wi.gov/org/caer/cs/licenses.htm  

 3. Since these wells are located on property also served by the City of Milwaukee  Waterworks 
(North Point Concession Stand and Bradford Beach Pavilion) it is necessary to obtain a “Well 
Operation Permit” for each well from the City of Milwaukee Plumbing  Inspector, Department 
of Neighborhood Services, per city ordinance and Wisc. Adm. Code s.NR811.10. You may call 
Plumbing Supervisor Mr. Hal Jenkins at 414-286-8221 to obtain the applications and details. It is 
my understanding that after the wells are constructed, 2 “safe” coliform bacteria samples must 
be obtained from each well, plus an as-built inspection must be conducted of each well/pump by 
a DNR licensed contractor (the installing pump contractor) to verify no cross connections and 
code-complying work. Then the results of the coliform tests and written inspections must be 
submitted with the applications and a $75 fee for each well. The Well Operation Permits must be 
renewed every 5 years following re-sampling.

 4. The only potential problem I foresee is elevating the top of each well casing at least 2 feet 
above the 100-year fl ood elevation of Lake Michigan. I was unable to fi nd FEMA data on this 
locale, so please consult with the City engineer to determine the 100 year lake fl ood elevation. 
W.A.C. s.NR812.08(3) allows construction of wells in fl ood fringes provided that the top of the 
well (in this case the mechanical seal at the base of each handpump/top of each steel casing) 
must terminate at least 2 feet above the regional fl ood elevation.



5. No variance is required for well construction at this site. There are no solid waste landfi lls/
waste disposal sites listed on the “WDNR Registry of Waste Disposal Sites” within 1200 feet. 
It is arguable that much of the shoreline in this area is fi ll of unknown type dating back 100 
years or more. Yet this fi ll is not necessarily considered a solid waste contaminant source 
that requires a setback or variance per Wisc. Administrative Code s. NR812.08(4)(g).  Other 
nearby known contaminant sources that could affect groundwater quality are listed on the 
WDNR BRRTS registry http://botw.dnr.state.wi.us/botw/Welcome.do Some also appear 
on the attached airphoto. Yet this is not a Special Well Casing Area nor a site restricted by 
the Groundwater Registry http://gomapout.dnr.state.wi.us/org/at/et/geo/gwur/index.htm. 
Therefore normal well casing and construction requirements apply here. You well drilling 
contractor may advise you, and may also call me if they wish. 
  
 6. Regarding sampling requirements, the proposed use/design as you describe it will 
not classify these wells/pumps as publicdrinking water systems pursuant to Wisconsin 
Administrative Code Chapter NR809. Therefore no regular water quality monitoring will be 
required by WDNR rules, except the 5-year coliform samples for renewing the Well Operation 
Permits as discussed above in #3. Additionally, the Well Driller and Pump Installer are each 
required to collect a one-time coliform bacteria sample within 10 days of completion of their 
respective work to assure that chlorine disinfection of new equipment was effective. Copies of 
these samples are to be given to the owner and DNR within 30 days.
  
 7. In order to preserve the status of these 4 well systems as nonpublic, and therefore avoid 
required regular sampling, it is essential that the design of the pump discharge prevents 
and discourages use of the water for drinking. Should it be desired at some point to make 
the water available for drinking, then these well systems will be required to be monitored as 
“transient noncommunity public systems” per NR809. These are pub;public systems where 
25 or more people may drink the water at least 60 days per year. The sampling required 
for transient systems is typically annual coliform bacteria and nitrate sampling, plus a one 
time nitrite sample. However, the Milwaukee Health Department has been very proactive in 
sampling certain water supplies in the city over-and-above what is required by state regs. 
Examples are the Pryor Street Iron Well in Bayview, and the Summerfest Grounds, which they 
elect to monitor monthly or weekly during festival season. So you should speak with Paul 
Biedrzycki (Manager of Disease Prevention, Milw Health Dept) at 414-286-5787 to see if they 
would want to do extra sampling. 
  
 If more than 1000 people per day would be drinking this water, at least 60 days per year, 
then the WDNR sampling requirement could increase to as much as 2 coliform bacteria 
samples from each well system each month. Nitrate sampling would remain annual. There 
are no requirements for transient public systems like these to monitor for other inorganic, 
volatile or synthetic chemicals because the population is not exposed to the same degree as 
community systems.  

Czarkowski, Charles
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
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